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ABSTRACT - Novel Switched-Capacitor (SC) delay circuit
architectures, all insensitive to capacitance ratio mismatch,
non-ideal amplifier's DC offset and llfnoise with also either
narrow or wideband compensation of finite gain error, will be
proposed in this paper. A rigorous comparison of the different
structures with respect to magnitude, phase and offset errors
will be presented for illustrating their effectiveness. Finally, a
flexible implementation of arbitrarily longer delay by the
proposed circuits will be further developed in some design
examples of unit and double unit delay circuits with only one
amplifier and unchanged accuracy performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Switched-Capacitor (SC) delay circuits, as the basic
building block of SC circuits, can be applied in widespread
sampled-data signal processing areas, such as sample-andhold interface specialized multirate SC decimators and
interpolators, and especially in FIR filtering circuitry [ 1-71.
The elimination of non-ideal properties such as amplifier DC
offset and finite gain errors as well as physical capacitor
mismatch of SC circuits becomes more and more necessary
when the accuracy demand in applications is ever growing,
especially when the supply voltage needs to be reduced [8-141.
However, SC delay circuits that fully meet all these
requirements have not yet been proposed or implemented [l51. This paper will present different and novel SC circuit
structures, which fulfill all the above demands with either
narrow band or wideband compensation. A rigorous
theoretical analysis and computer simulation will elaborate the
performance of those structures. Finally, this paper will also
propose flexible and efficient building blocks that can realize
unit or even longer delays without increasing amplifier
number, thus allowing the implementation of high
performance Gain-, Offset Compensated (GOC) delay lines
with a minimized number of stages.

2. CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURES
In order to allow the comparison with the novel GOC
structures presented next, a typical uncompensated SC delay
circuit is depicted in Fig.l(a). Based on this assumption, we
propose here several distinct implementations of GOC and
mismatch-free SC delay circuits in Fig.l(b) - (8) that include
different arrangements of storage and cancellation of the
nonzero virtual ground voltage for realizing Correlated
Double Sampling - CDS, [14]. It is also evident that the input
sampled and the output signals of all these circuits are
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represented by the same charges on the same capacitor, which
implies that no charge transferring operation exists, thus
eliminating physical mismatch problem of capacitance ratio.
The novel circuits proposed in Fig.l(b) and Fig.l(c) are
obtained by modifying the original GOC integrators presented
in [8] and [lo] respectively to achieve the mismatch-free
property. These circuits realize the convenlional CDS using
feedback path of C, which has stored previous phase output
voltage for generating the nonzero inverting node voltage and
for approximating the current phase gain m o r that will be
canceled in the next output phase. The only disadvantage
occurs when the input is not over-sampled (meaning that the
output varies much from one phase to the next), the finite gain
effect will be increased extensively which implies a
frequency-dependent compensation. Especially, the samplingsignal capacitor C1of the circuit in Fig. 1(b) will couple certain
amount of charges to C, depending on the variation of input
signals between two phases, thus affecting the inverting node
voltage. By having a fixed charge redistribution between the
offset-storage capacitor C, and C,, the circuit in Fig. 1 (c) will
have a better performance in frequency-dependence behavior.
The circuit of Fig.l(d) corresponds to our new mismatchfree version of the gain stage presented in [9 I and Fig.l(e) to a
simplified version of the unity-gain buffer circuit in [I I]. They
are indeed a further enhancement of the circuits of Fig.I(b)
and (c) respectively with anticipatory compensation scheme
(Predictive CDS) which predicts a much closer approximation
of finite gain and offset errors. These errors are expected to be
presented in next output phase by performing a similar
switching operation preliminarily, thus (attaining a very
accurate and almost frequency-independent compensation.
However, these two circuits require an extra phase for
coupling them with other stages due to the 1Bct that the input
must be held constant over two phases.
The above mentioned input S/H condition no longer
exists in the final two circuits of Fig.l(f) and Fig.l(g) that
perform similar precision but with extra phases. We employ
the same circuit configuration of Fig.1 (c) to achieve the
anticipatory compensation successively with multiple phases,
as shown in Fig.l(f). Without degrading the speed of the
amplifier, this is especially appropriate for sampling rate
converter circuits due to their multirate nature, thus. Lastly, we
have also implemented the anticipatory compensation delay
circuit of Fig.l(g) with the same sample correction property as
referred in [I31 by switching the virtual ground from uncompensated to error-compensated in the same output phase.
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3. CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE WITH THEORETICAL
AND SIMULATED RESULTS
To facilitate the comparison of these delay circuits’
performance in terms of finite gain compensation, the relative
magnitude and phase errors of the overall frequency response
will be evaluated. The non-ideal frequency response due to the
finite gain can be approximated by [ 15J
H ( j 0 )=
H~(jw)
, when rn(jw), 8 ( j w )<c: 1
i-~(.m-je(jw)
where the H,(jw), rn(jw) and O(jo)are ideal response, gain
and phase error of SC delay circuit, respectively. We derive
the calculated expressions for these errors of all the above
circuits summarized in Table I where A is the finite gain. From
here, the ratio kl = Cl/CFfor the circuits in Fig.l(b) and (d) is
not trivial like kh = Ch/CFforthose in Fig.l(c), (e) and (f) using
offset-storage capacitor, as kl, which normally sets to unity for
saving silicon area is correlated to the term p2, while k , is
related to the change of p that will fairly affect the gain and
phase errors. It can be attributed to the extra charge coupling
between input sampling and feedback capacitors in circuits
Fig. 1(b) and (d) during compensated phase mentioned before.
Hence, it can be deduced that the performance of circuits
Fig.l(b) and (d) will approach closely that of Fig.l(c) and (e)
respectively, when kl becomes smaller. In the similar case of
circuit in Fig.l(g), the capacitance ratio k ; = Ch/C, should be
as small as possible as there is a charge redistribution during
the compensated phase, thus rendering a variation of inverting
voltage and also the voltage on the sampling capacitor.
For corroborating the effectiveness of these derived
expressions and results, the SWITCAP simulation outcomes
with respect to both gain and phase errors have been
computed in Fig.2(a) and (b) respectively, where finite gain
A=100 and all related capacitance ratios are unity. The
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simulated results show excellent agreement with the
theoretical, and all circuits exhibit a good compensation in
finite gain errors by having the minimum value around
0.0009dB at DC. The anticipatory compensated circuits
Fig.l(e) and (f) achieve the highest gain compensation for
their smallest, frequency-independent gain and phase errors.
When k l and kL are 1, circuits in Fig.l(d) and (g) operate at
the similar level of the one in Fig.l(c) in performance, as
shown in Fig.2; only when these ratios become smaller, e.g.
0.1, their performance can be comparative to Fig. 1(e) (or (f) )
respectively as expected. Similarly, circuit behavior of
Fig. 1(b) can only be close to that of Fig. 1 (c) when kl=O. 1.
Moreover, the compensation of amplifier DC offset can
be manifested in the suppression factor y [ 121 of offset voltage
v,, as listed in Table I. All these circuits have similar level of
offset suppression y < l/A.Note that all circuits are no longer
stray-insensitive due to the finite gain, hence slightly
degrading the compensation performance. Moreover,
employing offset-storage capacitor in GOC circuits will
slightly increase the parasitic effect due to an additional
parasitic at the node x connecting capacitor C1and c h . Indeed,
this can be overcome by fairly increasing the input sampling
capacitance C1.The simulated gain and phase errors of all the
above circuits are further illustrated in Fig.3(a) and (b) when
the parasitic capacitance with 10% of the smallest capacitance
in the circuits is considered. They clearly show the trivial
increase in the magnitude and phase errors of all the above
circuits, especially the circuit in Fig.l(c) and (f) due to the
above mentioned reason. Besides, in circuit Fig. l(f), the extra
error due to the charge division between C I and the parasitic
on its left node during phase 2 can be reduced by inserting a
switch between Cl and node n. For comparison, Fig.3 also
exhibits two additional curves for the circuit Fig.l(c) and (f)
with parasitic capacitance 1% of C,.
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Table I :Gain and Phase Errors and Offset Voltage Suppression Factor of Compensated and Uncompensated SC Delay Circuits
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Fig.2 Simulated ( a ) Gain and ( b )Phase Error of GOC Mismatch-Free SC Delay Circuits
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4. LONGER DELAY IMPLEMENTATION
One potential drawback of standard GOC serial delay line
is that it normally calls for at least the double number of stages
than that of using uncompensated block owing to the
ineffective output during compensated phase. Implemented
here is a delicate realization of delay blocks for unit or even
longer delay with only one amplifier, by employing multiple
sampling technique. This is possible when using the offsetstorage capacitor scheme. For simplicity, an anticipatory-GOC
SC unity delay circuit is derived in FigA(a) based on Fig.l(e)
with one extra sampling branch and three phases. The penalty
of realizing more than unity delay in this type of realization is
the doubling of the sampling branches where half of them are
used for anticipatory functions. It can be eliminated when
modifying the original circuit of Fig.l(c) [16] or Fig.l(g) with
the narrow and wideband compensation respectively. Here,
only the circuit using Fig.l(g) for realizing double unit delay
is presented in Fig.4(b). It can be further applied to achieve
delay of Z-” with the employment of n input multiplexed SC
branches with n+2 phases. Most importantly, they require only
one amplifier and their compensation performance is exactly
the same as those of their original circuits.
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Fig.4 GOC and Mismatch-Free SC Circuits with Longer Delay
(a) Unit Delay Based on Fig.l(e) (b) Double Delay Based on Fig.l(g)
5. CONCLUSION

A set of novel mismatch-free SC delay circuits with
different finite gain and offset compensation approaches has
been proposed and compared. The circuits with anticipatory
gain compensation (Predictive CDS), which require more
analog components and in some cases multiple clock phases in
practice achieve frequency-independent compensation with
extremely small gain and phase errors. The offset-storage

capacitor compensation approach is relatively superior in
precision and also generalization due to the allowance of
multiple SC branches; it, however, presents a slightly bigger
parasitic effect. The performance of some of the proposed
circuits can be considerably improved by adjusting the related
capacitor value. Moreover, the parasitic effect of these circuits
under finite gain has also been studied. All circuit performance
behavior has been verified by both theoretical and computer
simulated analyses that match perfectly in outcomes. A
practical extension of realization of GOC circuits with unit
and longer delay has also been finally investigated by
manipulating the different proposed GOC circuit approaches.
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